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Australia targets foreign influence at universities
Dennis Normile, Science Magazine, 09/06
Growing concern about foreign influence at Australia's universities has prompted the
government to launch a task force that will develop guidelines for “dealing with foreign
interference.” Officials did not mention China when unveiling the panel on 28 August, but
it is understood to be a reaction to fears of Chinese entities gaining access to military
technology through collaborations and hacking into university computer networks.
Read more »
Turkish court acquits peace petition academic of terrorist organization propaganda
Stockholm Center for Freedom, 09/06
A Turkish court ruled on Friday to acquit one of nine academics who were charged with
“propaganda of a terrorist organization” for signing a 2016 letter calling for the end of a
conflict in the country’s Southeast.
Read more »
Nine Chinese Arizona State University students detained at LAX and sent back. ASU
demands answers
Nina Agrawal, The Los Angeles Times, 09/05
Nine Chinese students who attend Arizona State University were denied entry into the U.S.
when they arrived at Los Angeles International Airport last month and university officials
are demanding to know why the students were sent back to China.
Read more »
Hungarian Academy of Sciences turns to Constitutional Court against law taking
away research institutes
Zoltán Kovács, Index, 09/04
On Monday, the President of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, László Lovász turned to
the Constitutional Court to seek the annulment of the law passed in July taking away the
research network from the Academy and giving control over those institutes to a newly
established governing body, over which the Government has considerable influence. In the
meantime, Miklós Maróth, the new president of the research network started his reign with
a letter attacking researchers.

Read more »
Arab political scientists find new support
Burton Bollag, Al Fanar Media, 09/03
Political science, perhaps even more than other social sciences, is the ugly duckling of the
academic disciplines in the Arab World. It is reviled and mistrusted by governments
unwilling to be critically examined, starved of research funds and often lacking the skills
and resources of the discipline in the West, and faced with dilemmas about where and in
what language to publish. In the face of these challenges, the Arab Political Science
Network was created earlier this year.
Read more »
Palestinian Harvard student denied entry to US finally arrives
Saba Aziz, Al Jazeera, 09/03
A Palestinian Harvard University student originally denied entry to the United States
arrived on campus on Monday, just a day before classes were set to begin. Ismail Ajjawi, a
17-year-old refugee, was denied entry on August 23 and sent back to his home in Lebanon
after spending hours in the Boston Logan International Airport. The teenager said he was
told his visa had been cancelled by immigration officers after being questioned about
politically-oriented social media posts by his friends.
Read more »
Academic freedom, institutional autonomy and democracy
Sjur Bergan and Ira Harkavy, University World News, 08/31
Higher education is essential to societies and an important part of its contribution is linked
to its democratic mission. The academic community fulfils this mission through its impact
on broader society as well as through teaching, learning and research.
Read more »
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